50 journals are analyzed (including original russian literature) within 2 or 3 days after their arrival at the library. The main limitation is that papers studying more than 20 objects are excluded. These papers are considered as lits and are referenced on special cards : lists of variable stars, lists of double stars, lists of galaxies, lists of H II regions, etc... A first improvement to the system has just been completed with the use of a word-processing typewriter to print some references.
Each
The next step will be the production on a magnetic disc of the bibliography of non-stellar objects, with the use of the HP 1000 computer of the Institute. A code is already given to each paper (in agreement with the CEDAG, Centre de Donnees des Amas de Galaxies). For the computerized version, we will not classify the objects in sections but produce only one list in alphabetic order. Copies on magnetic tapes will be made and given to the C.D.S. It will then be possible for more users to have access to our catalogue.
At the present time, the bibliography is however already available to anyone interested in a given object : we send copies of our cards on request. 
